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Well, things are definitely getting weird in "The
City of Subdued Excitement," or "Crazy Town," as
Bill from Fed X likes to call it. Weird shit, indeed.
First off, despite all the rumors, Death Cab
fo r C utie has not signed a deal with Mammoth (a
subsidiary of Disney). They called off the deal after
some typical music business bullshit got pulled on
them. So, they' re going back and pressing more COs
and continuing their voyage into the rock and roll
business. The buzz surrounding our modest Death
Cab has gotten so loud that I was talking to a booking
agent in New York and even she was going on and on
about Death Cab. Wow.
Continuing on a label theme, My Friends & I
are getting a bunch of label inquiries. Things are in
the preliminary stages, but it's kinda nice to see these
guys fi nally getti ng recognition outside of
Bellingham. Everyone here already knows how
badass they are; they even sold out their last show at
the 3B.
Speaking of the 3B, Gar ageShock's just
around the comer. For more details, check out the
website at www.estrus.com. It gives all the ticket
info and the line-ups. It's been cut down to three
nights instead of four, but with every night there's a
band that' II bring you too new heights of rock and
roll bliss. Friday night, watch out for Zen Guerrilla
(who just played at the 3B and blew my mind,
possibly the best band I' ve ever seen). Then
Saturday night The Hellacopters are playing, and
many are calli ng them the saviors of rock and roll ;
and on Sunday, watch out for the southern fried rock
of T he Q uadr ajets. Of course, damn near every
band on the line-up is one of the coolest rock and roll
bands around.
More cool stuff's happening up on campus this
month (check the listings in the back). The highlights
include M ercury Rev, Olivia Tremor Control, The
Need, Dub Narcotic, The Pharcyde, and Zen
Guerrilla (the coolest band in the world) .
Elsinor put on a showcase at the Sub Pop Mega
Mart down in Seattle last month . The show, which
featured The M icrophones, Magnetic Bicycle
Craft, Rat Cat Hogan, The Revolutionary Hydra,
Appleseed Apart, Leisure World , and Peter
Par ker, was well attended by both Seattlelites and
Hamsters. It was really low-key, intimate, and a lot
of fun. The highlight, I think, was Magnetic Bicycle
Craft, which features Terry Picknell of Five Gears
in Reverse fame.
The Minerals have finally added a bass player
and are looking at releasing a CD and playing some
shows in the near future.
Lots of stuff is going on in the world of Fat
Albert Rotunda. First of all , their drummer,
Cameron, has taken off to go Jive in Hawaii. While
they' re looking for a new drummer, Mike Bajuk (The
Bumblebees, Intergalactic P lastic Fantastic Band)
will be filling in . They've also just gotten out of the
studio and are planning a short West Coast tour for
the spring. Tim Friedlander, the guitarist, is working
on a solo project which everyone should check out as
well.
Mike Baj uk, besides helpi ng out with FAR,
is also working a little bit with The Colville
Melod y which features former 5 Gears in
Reverse 's bass player, Jim Bergman.
Five Gears in Reverse is so damn close to
finishing their CD. So, so, so close. From what I

hear, it's very different from a lot of their past stuff
while still covering the 5 Gears hits. They' ll be
pl aying KCMU's Live Room on April 3rd. If you
happen to be in Seattle or have an extremely high
powered radio, you should check it out.
The Dick and Jane's are still looking for a
new drummer. If you don' t suck and are into pure
pop, drop us an e-mail here at the magazine and we' ll
pass it on.
There's another new record label in town .
Three Forms Record recently released a CD from
Bremerton's Quick to Blam e, who are a hardcore
band. Stay tuned for further release info.
James from Stalin's Order has quit the band
and is concentrating on his new projects: One Dead
Fly and The Coke Habit. There are rumors that
Chris Meyer (ex-Batfarm) might join One Dead Fly.
That should make your fillings fall outjust thinking
about it. The Coke Habit are back with a more
garage-rock sound and the intent of offending even
more people. The new line-up features James on
guitars and vocals, Sean on bass, and Yamaha
PSR-310 on drums. Some cool rock and roll for the
underground.
Rumor has it that American Music was up here
checking some stuff out I don' t think anything's
gonna come of it, though.
The Launch Pad is changing their time slot,
moving to 8:00pm on Mondays. They also have a
new theme song supplied by the purveyors of evil,
Phantasm. It 's short and pure metal. Check it out.
The Block Party lineup is in. It's on May 29th
(I think) and the line-up is as follows: during the day
you'll find The Bumblebees opening up for the
1\vang Factor 4, and in the evening, Swamp Mama
Johnson's gonna be opening up for the Paperboys.
The people in charge decided it was time to go back
to the local vibe, so go check it out.
Fretted Instrument Service has moved to a new,
expanded location. They're now at the sixth floor of
the Herald building. Dave Whyte (the owner) is
selling hand crafted and collectors guitars, along
with the ability to take care of any of your guitar
needs.
I don 't know if anyone's noticed, but KISM is
slowly changing their format now that they've been
bought out by a corporation. Instead of being a mix
of everything, they' re going to "dinosaur rock"
which is putting local music in jeopardy. If you want
to complain, call67 1-3456 (option #3), and tell those
corporate sacks where to put it.
Finally, the What's Up staff would like to
congratulate Rob from Port on his wedding
engagement.
-Brent Cole

CORRECTIONS
*Kerensa Wight wrote the article for Eureka
Farm, not Kerensa Whight
*Hal Alexander took the cover photo for
March's issue.
*Denise Hawkins is with the Dick and Janes,
not Denise Howkins.
*Joe Mmtillaro's comics were reversed and the
text was incorrect.
I'd like to apologize to all of these people for
the mistakes. Sorry.

For a duo that never intended to get serious about a
band, Michael Costello and Peader MacMahon have garnered
quite a following. Three years ago, Michael and Peader started
jamming in Michael's studio. Michael sings while Peader
commands the mandolin--with 23 years of experience--as
well as the guitar, bodhran (an Irish hand drum), bass, and
farfisa (a 60's surf-sounding keyboard).
After playing several shows, Michael and Peader
began leisurely recording sessions with Paul Turpin at
Bayside. After 12 weeks, they completed the Elvi's album.
In October of 1997, they released the self-titled CD, a product
of what Peader calls, "something to keep me busy because I had
nothing else to do."
The lackadaisical attitude of the Elvi 's lends heavily
to their demeanor and style. In the true folk tradition, many
of their songs begin by laying known lyrics over a newly
written song, then altering the creation a bit here and there.

The stockpile of material with which they borrow
from extends over several genres including blues,
folk, Celtic, and rock-a-billy. Michael, a Woody
Guthrie and Lead Belly fan, employs lyrics from
both of these influences. Snippets of Bob Dylan and
Johnny Cash can be heard as well. With a lilting
Irish accent and a smile, Peader explains, "You can
make anything into a folk song."
"I'd like to cover Johnny Cash's 'The Man
Who Couldn't Cry' " Peader adds, "or even better,
open for him." Peader's favorite opening slot placed
the Elvi's with the Flat-Duo Jets at the 3B a while
back. Although the Elvi 's have not yet toured,
they've played numerous local shows, the most recent
on St. Patrick's Day at the 3B. Unfortunately, the March
17th show marked their last appearance until the new
album is finished.
Slated for a May release, the sessions at Bayside follow
the relaxed Elvi's style--Peader records once or twice a week,
laying down tracks with eight different instruments. After
Peader wraps up, Michael will log studio time completing
the lyrics. The Elvi's profess to vague plans when asked
about what will follow the completion of the album; they
have no stringent timelines to adhere to or aspirations set
in stone. Their motive for making music is strictly pleasure. Peader stresses, "the only reason we do this is
because we enjoy it; the music is nothing other than
fun."
Pick up the Elvi's self-titled CD at Cellophane
Square.
-Jamie Donatuto

Check out this photo of the band, Port. That's none
other than the main man, Cuddlebot, in the center. He's
flanked by his two minions, brothers Captain Rootbeer and
Big Brother Ugly, or Russell and Rob as most call them.
Port started in 1993 when Rob traded a broken-down VW
bus for a cheap computer. For Jess than the cost of a
decent guitar, Rob and Russell generated music on the
junker computer. Shortly thereafter, Cuddlebot was born.
Initially, they prepared a soundtrack to a death match
pitting Cuddlebot against the Orgasmitron Death Machine.
Poor Orgasmitron didn't pan out, but fortunately, Cuddlebot
survived to go on to star in his own full-length recording,
Cuddlebot Steps Out.
Cuddlebot Steps Out and subsequent recordings

compri se a long distance affair for Rob and Russell. Rob
resides in Bellingham while Russell lives in Centralia, so
their long distance collaborations occur over the Internet.
Rob initiates an audio file on the computer and sends it to
Russell. Russell adds and amends the file, then returns it
via the fiber-optic wires. In fact, Port provides free access
to their music for all interested by networking their
material on the World Wide Web. Moreover, people
are taking advantage of Rob and Russell's Internet
generosity--Port constantly receives hits on their
site from all over the country.
The free music philosophy constitutes the driving
force behind Rob and Russell's endeavors. An
entirely computer-based movement, the idea
focuses on providing an inexpensive way to spark
listeners' interests in new music by making it
readily available. Freeware and shareware, inexpensive software used by contributors to the free
music movement, are easily procured on the
Internet. Sites such as Rob's www.port2l.com
offer a variety of musical
styles for listeners to
sample.
Port's diversity illustrates some of the many
possible directions of
computer-derived music.
With an amalgam of
influences, many listeners
agree
that
Cuddlebot Steps

Out

sounds nothing short
of
chaotic.
Completely devoid of
any logical comparisons,
it is best described as
schizophrenic techno with such far-reaching sources as
pissed-off punk, industrial, and 80's synth pop. Rob concedes that Port's fundamental notion of employing software
to produce music is not a common notion, but the idea is
rapidly catching on.
Breaking Up, Port's second release, deviates from
their first recording. While Cuddlebot employs wildly
scattered sounds, Breaking Up follows the central theme of
a couple in the throes of calling it quits during an actual
phone conversation. The corresponding soundtrack
reflects the couple's anger, sadness, frustration, and denial
while their voices provide the story. The outcome,
although electronically produced, is extremely emotionally
charged. After listening to Port, you realize the possibilities
of using a the computer as a musical instrument
-Jamie Donatuto
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It was Friday night, and a good night it was for a
low-key rockfest. The show was supposed to start at
7:00, but there was no rocking in sight until 8:30, due
to the bands arriving late. Still, those who toughed it
out and stuck around for the whole show were treated
to music from four very different bands.
Twelve Step Program went first with their set of
melodic post-pop-punk. The band as a whole weren't as
tight as they'd probably like to be, but sonically they
sounded pretty good, probably because vocalist/guitarist
Kevin Carlson (hi Kevin!) was using his own guitar amp
that night. Twelve Step Program packs the aural punch
that most punk bands do, but with a poppier sound.
Poppy like Thatcher On Acid, not poppy like Green
Day. Of course, they're more musically diverse than
most pop-punk bands; a few of their songs went past
the four-minute mark without getting annoying, and
Kevin played a distorted acoustic guitar on a couple
songs, giving them a different texture. These guys are
headed into Binary Studios shortly to record a demo,
which should be done by the time this hits the press.
Next were The Kremlin Bronx, a band containing
members of Delano (whom former P.A.C. drummer
Tyler Clement probably still suspects of stealing his hihat cymbals). Anyway, The Kremlin Bronx play what
I'd call "indie rock make-out music." If Liz Phair were
to star in a porn with Lou Barlow, I'd expect The
Kremlin Bronx tb: ~upply the score. I think I saw some
guy making out with some other guy's girlfriend in the
back of the room. Their music was pretty funky, not in
an obnoxious way, but they had a lot of understated
booty-movin' grooves, and the guitar player jumped
around and moved like he was playing in a hardcore
band. They were interesting to watch, and interesting to
listen to, even though they weren't totally my thing.
They're probably what Dub Narcotic Sound System
would sound like if they weren't a joke band.
The Catatonia features ex-Lighthouse Mission
guitarists Chris Hipskind and Mike Mercker, as well as
ex-Two If By Sea!Lusitania!Lure drummer Lincoln
Zmolek. Unfortunately, Lincoln couldn't make it to the
show on time, so ex-Lighthouse Mission drummer

Nate Huddle (aka Beer Box Head Robot Man) filled in.
The Catatonia was a lot more energetic and noisy than
the laid back space math rock of Lighthouse Mission-definitely a good thing. Also, Mike Mercker played
keyboard parts, often at the same time as he was playing
guitar. Very cool. Chris said that their set that night was
mostly improv. I wonder what these guys are gonna
sound like once they start actually writing songs.
Last were The Sways, who quite honestly, I didn't
like much at all, so I took off after a couple songs. Their
songs consisted of one riff that sounded cool, but was
played over and over again for several minutes. They
sounded like a garage rock version of Shellac. Two
great tastes that taste weird together. It was II :30 by
then, and sleep sounded more appealing than standing
in a crowded basement.
-James Burns

It was a cold, crisp
night in Bellingham,
WA, and people came
from as far north as
Vancouver, B.C., to be
present at what promised
to be a dazzling concert.
Although
SleaterKinney was the most
well-known band on the
program, neither The
Bangs nor Hovercraft
are too lacking in their
own critical acclaim or
well-deserved,
albeit
lesser, fame.
The audience was a
mixed bag of characters,
from riot grrrls with
crushes on Corin Tucker
to flanneled and baseball-capped fraternity
xy-chromosomed types,
but everyone seemed
enthusiastic. When The
Bangs, an all-female
punk outfit on K Records, took the stage, I didn't know
what to expect. Anybody with a clue knows that you
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can't say "girl band" or "punk rock" and leave it at that.
The abundantly varied styles within these categories
are what keeps it interesting to be a fan. The fantastic
sounds that The Bangs created only served to strengthen
my faith in rock music. The lead singer and guitarist
(bearing a resemblance to Gwen Stefani--but infinitely
cooler and more talented) used her delectably devilish
voice to bewitch all, as the fiercely energetic music
slowly resuscitated the masses from our various states
of torpidity. I was reminded of the distorted monstermovie fury of the late and great Pussycat Trash.
What is mysterious, frightening, and hypnotizing,
with possibly more endurance than an Olympic track
star? Hovercraft. Hailing from Seattle, they played
intense, vacillating, experimental rock, with apocalyptic
overtones which were clear, if not from the music, from
the grimly beautiful film montage projected on a screen
behind them . A visual expedition was undertaken by all
who watched into a land of answerless riddles, of
momentary aberations, a peek at ourselves as equally
glorious and damned. The images of insects, machines,
explosions, and thousands of other fragments of the
powerfully bizarre were flashed in front of us as the
perfectly choreographed music undulated, simmered,
and climaxed, expertly navigating a
decidedly unpredictable terrain.
The set was between twenty
and thirty minutes long, without even
a moment of cessation, without a
break in rhythm; proving with little
doubt that the drummer is either a
robot-man or one of the most
amazing humans alive.
Sleater-Kinney, international
rock stars, really cool people, and
talented, proficient musicians, made
their second appearance
in
Bellingham with this concert,
practically days after the release of
their newest album, "The Hot
Rock." I had seen them play once
before at the Bumbershoot of two
summers ago, and although that was
a great show, Thursday's out-rocked
it by far. Was it the audience's reverential fervor of activity? Or the
intimate setting of the V. U.? Or the
positioning of the planets? Or were
Carrie, Corin, and Janet just in a really
good mood? I'd say that all of these
factors came into play, although in the end it really doesn' t
matter. Their exuberant set included old favorites such
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as "Call The Doctor," "! Wanna Be Your Joey
Ramone," "One More Hour," "Little Babies," and
"Heart Factor," with a generous amount of their latest
stuff as well. Full-body dancing played a major part in
the evening for many people, and often without regard
to form or fashion, resulting in the stage-front crowd
becoming a very well-mannered assembly of chaos.
The relationship between audience and band was
symbiotic: each benefited. When SK left the stage,
we clapped and whistled until our hands were sore
and mouths dry; their re-entrance to play a short,
stunningly loud, and sensational rendition of "Words
& Guitar" was greeted with even more enthusiasm.
These were three truly, sincerely, awesome
performances which equaled one very fine night.
The lingering awareness was that all the recorded
music in the world is really only a pathetic imitation
when compared to the greatness which can be
achieved at a live concert.
-Mara Steele

With GarageShock '99 only a couple months
away, this show promised to wet the whistle of every
fan of rock and roll.
The show started out with Bellingham's own
Watts, which features Aaron Roeder and Dave Crider
from the legendary Mono Men. The band, which has
been around for almost a year now, rocks. They've got

a Stooges/MCS vi be to them, the sound that's
now becoming the patent "Estrus" sound. It
was pretty cool, although l liked it better
when Crider played the fuller Fender guitar.
The singer's stage antics have calmed down,
but still seem kind of goofy at times. Though
after talking to a bunch of people, I think I'm
just being really uptight about it. Overall, I'd
have to say their set rocked.
Next up were The Gimmicks, who hail
from Seattle, but feature ex-Bellinghamster
Luke Von Buskerk on drums (ex-Fat,
Dunebuggy). They played a blistering set
that was full of energy and mayhem. One
thing I've always liked about The Gimmicks
is they put their all into every show. The
singer/guitarist even had a nasty cut on his finger from
playing, which led to a lot of blood on the pick-guard.
Pretty damn cool.
The final band was San Fransisco's Zen
Guerrilla. I'd heard a lot about these guys, but bands
almost never live up to the hype.
This band did, and then some.
Zen Guerrilla's the best band I've ever seen.
figure I've been to probably 150-200 shows, and this
band was the best out of all of them. Not only did they
put everything they had into their set and the songs, but
they were some of the most skilled musicians to have
played the stage at the 3B tavern.
The guitarist can only be described as a rock
god. He took blues based riffs and morphed them
into something I'd never heard before. The singer
(who's 6' 6" and has an afro) used an effect processor
that added a lot of reverb to his voice. But instead of

being annoying, he sang with soul, deep and emotional,
all the while jumping and gyrating on stage like a mad
man. The bass player was the most interesting because
he looked the most normal, just an average look:in' guy
who played the bass so solidly, you almost forgot he
was there. Finally, the drummer, who was also amazing
in his simplicity, but unlike the bass player you couldn't
help but notice him, kept flinging his drum sticks into the
air; as the show progressed, he caught them less and
less frequently.
The band, from what I've heard, has been together
almost ten years, and that's one of the things that made
this show so amazing. They played fucked up
garage/blues, and were pros at it. They make most
other bands look like amateurs.
-Brent Cole
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-K. Scott

CROWN ROYALS
UNI<Y-00!

want to start free-basing amphetamines, just pop
in The Crown Royals' Funky Do! and Jet the
grooving commence. Jesus rose from the dead,
and now, thanks to The Crown Royals, so can
lame parties everywhere. The new funk messiahs
have arrived: "Dy-no-mite!"
-K. Scott

Quick to Blame is a hardcore band from
Bremerton whose first release is on Bellingham's
new Three Forms Records. That much I'm sure
of. I haven't been a connoisseur of hardcore since
I was in high school, so this isn't going to be an
easy review. Well, I'll start off giving you my definition of hardcore: hardcore to me is the bastard
child of speed metal and punk rock. Unless
you're incredibly pissed off, this kind of music is
tough to get into. But even if this style isn't your
cup of tea, after listening to it you just might feel
compelled to get a mohawk. Through It All is a
well done record. The songs have good sound and
are balanced well throughout the recording. I also
really liked the samples that were added before
and after songs. They give it a concept album feel
and help tie the whole thing together.
Even though hardcore isn't my forte, I've heard
a lot of bands attempt this style and fail miserably.
But Quick to Blame pulls it off very well. If this
sounds like your idea of ear candy, pick it up and
give it a spin. But beware: I listened to this in the
morning with my coffee, and the combined jolt of
caffeine and audio adrenaline almost gave me a
fucking heart attack. So while listening to this,

Hear

I remember seeing a James Brown documentary in the eighth grade. I was so taken by
what I heard that I ran out and bought a greatest
hits cassette and played it until the tape actually
broke from one of the reels. It gave me dreams in
which I was Shaft, the private dick who gets all
the chicks. It made me spend hours shut in my
room practicing my strut. It implanted the phrase
"Get Down!" into my skull. It's the reason I've
seen the movie "Carwash" in excess of twenty
times. In other words, it touched my "soul." The
Crown Royals do the same thing for me.
These guys are funk in its purest form. No
vocals to cloud the sound here, mister. Just saxophone, guitar, bass, and a drum kit. Even if you're
only mildly interested in the genre of funk, you'd
have to be a dumbass jive-turkey to not score this
disc. I will now give you one reason why you
should own this release.
Everyone has been to a party that for some
reason has gone flat as a pre-pubescent girl's
chest. Maybe no one knows each other. Maybe a
paralyzing amount of dope has been smoked. Or
maybe you've (gasp!) played too many Morrissey
records and made everyone depressed. Either
way, the party needs resuscitation. So, unless you

the Dick and Janes play.
on their new CD
BUYITNOWAT
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SQUARE
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See

the Dick and Janes play.

April 3rd 9:30PM

Anna's Kaddy Shack
1114 Harris St. Fairhaven

April 9th 1O:OOPM
The World Famous

UP & Up Tavern
1234 N. State St. B'ham

Dick and Janes

A couple of weeks ago I was watching CNN,
and they had a segment on how rock and roll was
dead. They discussed all the crap ou·t there right
now. Back Street Boys, Maria Carey, all that kind
of shit. They interviewed musicians talking about
harmony and blah, blah, blah.
Apparently, they've never heard of The
Sewergrooves.
The band, who are from Stockholm,
Sweden, and have the drummer from The
Hellacopters hittin' the skins, mark a tum towards
From the first chords that are
rock in the world.
struck in Three Time Loser, it's apparent that these
guys are out to rock. Taking a cue from seventies
stoner rock and mixing in good vocals and a Jot
more energy, The Sewergrooves have put out a
CD that's pure rock and roll.
Though the whole album is solid, the highlights
come at the beginning, with the first two songs,
"Whole Again" and "Starsong." They capture the

rock and roll energy without letting the songs
slow down because of too many bong hits. It's
not like the songs are covering any new ground-the chords have probably been thrown together
thousands of times--but they do it with a ferociousness and honesty that's been lacking in rock
and roll over the last eight years.
There is one downfall of this record. It's too
damn short, clocking in at just over 26 minutes.
Oh well, just means I have to play it over and over
again.
Be sure to catch these guys in a rare
Bellingham appearance during GarageShock; you
don't want all your friends telling you how cool it
was and how lame you were for not going.

Their style reminds me ever so slightly of
Mudhoney. The CD is very solid and can be listened to completely. There are no stinker songs to
skip past.
Overall, Own Shit Home is fun, rough, and
loud, just like those gasoline powered sex toys I
used to get for Christmas as a child. Thank you
Santa. Yee-haw!

-Brent Cole

You know that Robert Frost poem about the
two roads that diverge in the snowy woods? Well ,
Canvas faced that very split--one road heads toward
Chicago based sounds and the other to Funkytown.
Except Canvas, unlike Mr. Frost, choose not to solely
follow either; instead, they continuously crank the wheel
and weave between the two.
Canvas drives the fast, funky bass riffs on
tracks like "canis major" and "greg." Reminds me of
G. Clinton sped up and without all the goofy vox or
superfluous instruments Nice improvement from the

CANDIED CANDIDE
When I sat down to listen to Leisure World,
for the first time, it was a dark, cold and miserable
night. One of the last awful nights of winter. The
type of night where you light a couple of candles,
get your favorite blanket, and book and get warm
and cozy.
I popped in the CD because the guys at
Elsinor had told me that it was pretty mellow, so
I thought it might complement the evening.
From the initial strum of the guitar, I knew I
was in heaven. Soft, beautiful music was flowing
from my speakers. It was as if Leisure World had
recorded the songs just for me, on this night. As
the first song continued on, I found myself just
sitting and listening. Soaking everything up. The
melo~ voice, the way the guitar flowed, the lush
song structure.
As the CD continued, the sound started to
vary a little, but it still kept me completely
intrigued. The poppier side of Leisure World had
reared its head. It was still beautiful, but instead
it sounded more playful.
Just as soon as the CD had begun, it ended.
The CD was painfully short at only 18 minutes
long; a full hour would have been a lot more
rewarding.
So, I got up out of my cozy blanket, got
some wine, hit play again, and fell more in love
with Leisure World.
-Brent Cole

THUNDERCRACK
OWN SHIT HOME
ESTRUS
Thundercrack is fuzzy and raw, yet makes
for quite a musical meal. Not unlike a dead
squirrel is to a family of flatulent hillbillies.
They have a pretty loose but at the same time
heavy and vigorous sound. Loose and heavy as
if they were a pack of 300 pound , coked-up
prostitutes wielding guitars. The messy vocals are
slopped on top of the meaty instrumental to form
a blue plate special of zesty rock.
The band weaves through twelve songs blaring
and punching like a drunk redneck on a Friday night.

-K. Scott

CANVAS
CANVAS
MONTESANO

overplayed funk revival that currently plagues this
town. Then, they jump the median and careen on the
other angst-fueled road, such as witnessed on track
"newton's third", in Slintesque Chicago fashion.
Sometimes they disregard all road rules and
plunge straight down the middle between the two,
incorporating both. The singers ' deep voices
morph, as well. On track "hot dog conspiracy"
spoken vocals accuse, "You are the hot dog king,"
while they change gears and harmonize on "rubber
chicken head." The last two tracks of the CD best
And
illustrate a successful marriage of the mix.
then there is the poppy "pendulum" that fits neither
description. The drummer fuels it all with complex
and technical beats.
Their diversity is particularly appreciable
when you take into account ihat between the three
guys, only two types of instruments are employed:
two basses and the drums. They sing on some songs,
not on others. Overall, I prefer the roadway that
travels in the direction of Chicago, but the unique
combo jives with me best when they're talking about
stuff found near or in the sea. I guess that doesn't
have much to do with two snowy roads in the woods,
but you get the idea
.-Jamie Donatuto

In a time were bands are a dime
a dozen, when thousands of COs are
released each year. When bands no
longer strive to do anything interesting,
it's rare to fmd one that does. It's rare
to find a band that tries to push the
envelope without being pretentious,
that puts their heart and soul into
every note that's played. A band that
sincerely loves the music they do.
Zen Guerrilla is one of those
bands.
It's really difficult to categorize
Zen Guerrilla's sound. It's been
described as "if Otis Redding ever
sang with a punk band," by the singer
Marcus Durant. That description
doesn 't even do it justice. As the
truest test for a amazing and
innovative band, they defy a label.
Zen Guerrilla goes back eight
years, forming in '91. The band,
which consists of Marcus Durant on
vocals, harp, and guitar, Rich
Millman on guitar, Carl Horne on
bass, and Andy Duvall on drums, all
met while in school at the University
of Delaware in Newark. They soon
started playing clubs in nearby
Philadelphia and in surrounding areas,
often times playing to "the guy sweeping up." Even though times were slow
at first for the band, they continued to
persevere and eventually Zen Guerrilla
began to establish a following.
In '92, Zen Guerrilla started up
Insect Records and released two
records on it, which got the buzz
about the band going in the East. In
1993, they released their first full
length album on Philadelphia
Compulsive label and followed it the
next year with a couple of singles on
Union Hall They needed a change of
scenery and in '95, after releasing
"Creature Double Feature," (LP) and
Invisible Liftee Pad," (EP) so they
headed west to San Francisco.
That's when things really started

to take off for Zen Guerrilla. Jello
Biafra, (ex-frontrnan for punk gods
The Dead Kennedy's and owner of
Alternative Tentacles) signed them
to the label. Initially, Zen Guerrilla
just re-released "Invisible Liftee
Pad" and "Gap-Tooth Clown," CD
EPs into one full length.
In 1998, Zen Guerrilla released
their first full length for Altemati ve
Tentacles. "Positronic Raygun" ,
which received rave reviews all
across the country. The album
contained 12 smoken tracks of
freaked out blues and was recorded
at Philadelphia's 20-year old Third
Story Studio (as were all of their
other albums). Instead of opting to
pigeonhole their sound and working
with an indie rock producer, they
chose to continue recording with
Scott Herzog, "who recorded a lot of
late'70's and early 80's R&B worked
with a lot of session musicians for
artists like Curtis Mayfield, Wilson
Pickett and that whole Stax Detroit
scene," Durant says "So over the six
years that we recorded at Third
Story, some of these musicians were
always poking their heads in."
Throughout their eight plus
year history, the most constant
aspect of their lives has been the
non-stop touring, often barely stopping "to_ catch their breath. With
their constant touring and workman
life attitude they're considered one
of the hardest working bands
around.
"Busting our ass and staying
focussed keeps us hungry," says
Durant. "Too much money makes
things fat and sluggish."
"I've had the same orange
plastic microphone for years, held
together by duct tape," continues
Durant, "We've had the same amps
from the beginning of time."
What they lack in material
possessions, they make up for in
their sound, "raw, raunchy, and
overdriven."
Influenced by the "Motor City
rock sound" of the Stooges and the
MC5 along with classic artists like
Wilson Pickett and Hound Dog
Taylor, Zen Guerrilla have managed
to create a sound that is large! y indescribable. Anyone who's seen them
has a different string of adjectives
on their sound, but key thread is the
power of the music.
"Their just this amazing live

band," said Jennifer Fisher, publicist
at Alternative Tentacles. "They 're
one of those band where people go
and see them and they're just totally
bowled over."
Zen Guerrilla's stage presence
is fueled by a lot of different aspects
all melting together into one
amazing show. Firstly, and most
noticeably, Durant persona on stage,
he wears "Jackie 0" style sun glasses,
that with his frame, ad to the
magnetism of the lead singer. As
the music explodes on stage, Durant
can be seen jumping around like a
Southern Baptist preacher in a good
old tent revival. Next to him is
Millman, whos guitar playing is on
par with some of the greats of all
time. Millman can take a standard
blues progression and
create something that
isn't only unique, but
awe inspiring.
The rhythm section, though, is really
the key to
Guerrilla.
them as the anchor,
Durant and Millman
would
inevitable
would fly out of control. Both Horne and
Duvall play
grooves that are a mix
of old school blues
and the Stooges.
Put all together,
most
bands of the decade.
Recently,
Zen
Guerrilla's changed
record labels. They've moved from
Alternative Tentacles to Seattle's
own Sub Pop Records. Currently
they're continuing their non-stop
touring schedule and as of right
now, they're scheduled for a new
release in the fall.
After eight long years of
blood, sweat, and tears, Zen
Guerrilla continues to play rock and
roll they way it's supposed to be
played.
-Brent Cole

Zen Guerrilla Plays April
25th at the VU Main Lounge.
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my mind focus too much,
so I listen to things without words."
reflects Will C. Hart, co-founder
of the Athens group, The Olivia
Tremor Control. With its new
release on Flydaddy Records
(Moren
3rd) called Bla<;f<
FoliaQe, The Olivia Trell!1or
Cont
ntinue Pink FloYd's
ambient sound structures With
perfect two-minute pop songs.
So it is not surprising when Hart
names the first Pink Floyd
album, Piper at the Gates of
Dawn. as ;on crucial archetype
for his musical progression.

"-lt's pretty easy to switch
(between experimentation and pop
songs)," mentions Hart. "I might be listening to a Kinks' record, and the next
instant 1 might be listening to the complete opposite. There's never a conflict
(between
the
two
areas). It's two distinct
things, but they both
give me a lot of joy."

recorder can be instantly accessible to catch
an initial spirit or mood of the work. rather than
having to wait something like six months to go
into a studio. which can be frustrating. At
home. you feel comfortable and free to experiment with sounds."

much of which was recorded at the
Elephant 6 studio in Denver with The Apples
in Stereo's Robert Schneider. OTC recorded
27 tracks for the record, which as a whole ,
becomes a dense masterpiece of singalong cuyu.1='·" -l.'::''-'"

}oy"

is a prevalent
mood throughout all of
OTC's music. where their
creative message mirrors
the psychedelic mantra
of celebrating, if not

of recording
full
band

track machine.

.:··-

"l

The Olivia Tremor

grow. bur sllll
a method of
playing on each other's
Members of OTC. Neutral
pies in Stereo. and others
find a place on each
that come out of the
are still able

~.'-

"l

think that the lines (between
bands) tend to blur a bit," explains Hart.
"but 1 can see how each band could
seem distinct. I think maybe it's because
each person involved is the head of their
own project. or a couple people will
mold it to a certain shape. If I play in a
band like the Music Tapes, I'm gonna
bring myself in as a musician, but not
'me' stylistically."

Hart, along with co-founder Bill
Doss. embodies the central neNous system of OTC. where the idea of recording
at home. many times separately. is
wholly embraced and encouraged.
Members of the band often bring in
recorded snippets to each other to be
fleshed out. either as a song or as part
of some huge landscape of sound
experiments.
·Everybody's recording at home
really, and that's the best way to work. A

•

l

his spirit of home recording peNades
the group's debut full length album, Dusk
at Cubist Castle: Music from the Unrealized
Film Script, which was a culmination of
seven yr~ars of many four track recordings.
Relea:>ed in 1996 (also on Flydaddy), Dusk
""'"'·'r•in< a wide assortment of memorable
songs that showcase the band's love
for and ability to Imitate a wonderful variety
of 60's melody makers, such as the Kinks
or the Byrds. Early editions of the album
contained a bonus ambient disc (now
available separately) which demonstrates
the bands ability (and desire) to create
huge, sprawling textures of sound. The
main disc. however, isn't without its share
of sound experimentation, as the band
successfully fuses the same ambient
sounds with the beauty of each pop
song, especially in the album's standout
track, "Green Typewriters. • Snippets of
songs are interspersed with sounds of
dogs barking, bells clanging, and several
typewriters heavily manipulated through
tape loops and schizophrenic noise effects.
Whereas Dusk was pieced together
from years of messing around, the group's
second album, Black Foliage is much more
meticulous and precise, visualized and
actualized over the course of two and a
half years. They employed the use of
eight-track machines this time around.

would take
a sample off of
something we had
just recorded. like
a horn hit. and
then go home
and just mess with it. With the digital four
track. I could manipulate these sounds
down to the millisecond. and eventually I
would have created something and bring it
back. Sound is so much fun. " Upon the initial

listen of Black Foliage, the experience might
seem a bit disconcerting, due to how each
pop song, safe and warm. can suddenly
drop into a magnetic field of anarchical
clamor. This experience draws the listener in.
however. as the most unsettling aspects of
sound can be the most intriguing. The
album was a precise undertaking. fusing
thousands of "bits" of sound into recurring
themes of instrumental rapture. seamlessly tying each song into one another.
he Olivia Tremor Control live
experience demonstrates the band's
ability to visualize a musical carnival.
Band members Hart. Doss. John
Fernandes. Eric Harris. and Pete Erchick.
amazingly pull off the wonderful four part
harmonies exhibited on the record. while
demonstrating their mastery of several
instruments. The stage is generally littered
with such unconventional instruments as a
theramin. clarinet. singing saw. and tape
machines providing the electronic loops,
while different touring band members walk
on and off. picking up said instruments. and
await the spirit of improvisation to strike them
in the middle of a song.

Hart also promises that the visual
ingredient in this live mix should be quite
spectacular. Animated films by their good
friend Joey Foreman are
projected
upon
the band. as
mobiles of all
shapes and
colors fill
the room
w i t h
brilliant
kaleido-

created by Hart
displayed on
stage, reflects the same jigsaw approach
that they took towards construction of
Black Foliage, curiously scattered and
wonderfully surreal. yet eminently vibrant
in color and depth. These visuals. as well
as all the art created by the band, perform a consequential part in the effect of
OTC's music, portraying the band's
desire to look beyond the everyday earth
and sky. Musically or visually. the band

makes no excuses for the extreme volleying
between standard pop art and the
yearning to elevate beyond the norm.
·$ometimes when you need a pop
song, it's a 'three minutes' and it's there .
and you know what's going to happen in
that song, and that makes it all the more
joyous." concedes Hart. "It's beautiful.
and the sounds are just how you remember
them when you put the headphones on.
And you need that. You need those
'words' as a human being to hit your soul.
But sometimes you need to take a step
further away .'

-Terry Pic knell
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is playing at

WWU's Underground Coffee House on
April 29th, along with The Music Tapes and
B Minus Time Traveler.

Story by: Jamie Donatuto
Photo by: Steve Gullick

Ode to Americana
Deserter's Songs, Mercury Rev's latest

Adam: First of all, I have to ask you a question:

Davidson cigarettes here, it's the only place that

album released in the autumn of 1998, represents

Do they still sell Harley Davidson cigarettes in

they have them."

a pinnacle of sorts: a culmination of several eras

Bellingham?

Jamie: Where did you live around here?

of American music. Not simply a regurgitation of

Jamie: (laughter) I'm not sure.

Adam: In Seattle, for about a year or so ... I

the past, but a new creation, born with the addition

Adam: Cause, Bellingham was the place that

really like Washington, it's beautiful.

of Mercury Rev's signature curiosities.

they were test marketing Harley Davidson

Jamie: Then back to the Catskill Mountains [in

from a bowed saw once owned by Jack Nitzsche,

cigarettes.

New York state where Mercury Rev members

Music

who played it on the soundtrack to One Flew Over

Jamie: Did you try them?

reside] ?

The Cuckoo's Nest. Guest appearances by Garth

Adam: Ten years ago, I used to live out in that

Adam: Not directly, but eventually; I lived a

or Devon of The Band.

area. I was on my way up to Vancouver, and we

couple of other places first ...

Orchestrated songs.
A

pulled off the road in Bellingham because my

Okay, sorry, I interrupted your

dichotomy of songs about intricate escape

friend Tom said, "We've got to get Harley

flow.

Whistles and an eerie child-like voice.
plans that produce a calming, relaxing

Jamie: (more laughter) So,

sensation. Melodies that pay rever-

you're one of the newer

ence to Americana, promoting a

members of Mercury Rev?

dreamy, nostalgic quality.
Then

with

closer

inspection, the lyrics reveal the
dark underbelly of Mercury Rev's
venerated subject, as well as their
own

emotions.

Deserter's

Songs deviates from the

attitude towards making
music.
The following
highlights are garnered
from a
Adam

Snyder,

Mercury

Rev's keyboard player.

Adam: I'm one of the median members, I joined

Jamie: Did you know any of the band members

in 1995.

before you joined?

Adam: You never know...

Jamie: What attracted you to join the band?

Adam: Not really, I knew Suzanne Thorpe [an

Jamie: I wish I could.
Adam: You start by making an S shape with

Jamie: (laughing) The saw ? No.

Adam: At first, it was going to be a limited thing.

original MR member who is no longer with

They asked me if I wanted to tour with them [the

them]. We were in the same circles. I don't know

it, and then you take a bow to it. I think that

See You On the Other Side record tour] , so I

if you've heard the Harmony Rockets album?

difficult part it controlling the sound, but you can

toured with them fairly extensively around the

Jamie: Kind of [Harmony Rockets is comprised

make a sound pretty quickly.

world for about a year. After that, we were pretty

of two of MR's original members: Jonathan

Jamie: How do you feel about the highly publicized

well connected.

Donahue and Sean "Grasshopper" Mackiowiak.

shift in Mercury Rev's dynamics ? Initially, it was

asked me if I wanted to join, it wasn't too hard of

When MR went on hiatus in 1994, Harmony

considered a very unhealthy group dynamic, and

a decision because I was already deep into it at

Rockets formed and produced two eps.]

it's now considered a lot more cohesive, and well,

that point.

Adam:

smiley.

So when John [Donahue]

One of their recordings was live at a

place called the Rinecliff Hotel, and I opened up

Adam: It's partially true and partially hype, I

Deserter's Songs?

for them that night because I was just doing my

think. It's definitely a much happier band than

Adam: Quite a bit, actually. It was definitely a

own thing, just in a very small way ... Then a

when I joined; it's like night and day. But at the

collaborative effort ... In general, we all play on

mutual friend suggested that they were looking

same time, how many times can you tell that story

each other's songs; we all take turns adding.

for a keyboard player ... and it went from there.

over and over again?

Jamie: Anything specific?

Jamie: On the record, who plays the saw?

playing the angle up a bit, but there's a lot of truth

Adam: Well, specifically, I co-wrote "Opus

Adam: Joel Eckhouse and that was a one-time

to it. The band that I joined was a good musical

40" with Jonathan, and I wrote some of the

deal.

instrumentals like "I Collect Coins" and "Drunk

Maine to Joel's house and recorded Joel playing

Things are quite a bit better now.

Jamie:

Room."

How much input did you have in

Jonathan and Grasshopper went up to

I think they're sort of

band, but not a very communicative, happy band.

it. Then we later recorded that recording over top

Jamie: Do you think that by joining the band you

ol'ourrecordings. Since at that point it's a high

aided in the progression?

qwru~ ~>ample,

Adam: Well, I think a lot of things changed.

we just bring the sample with us

tDur.

Jamie: 1 love the souVJJ!fliFM suw.
Adam: })() Yll'!l .l'?'l~~

Yeah, I'd have to say I think I did because I'm
somewhat of a communicative person, a gobetween person. So, I do believe that I was able
ro help but I would say that a lot of things besides
my presence helped. People matured both in their
ways of thinking and the things that they were
sticking into their bodies. Also a new record
company, who has put a little more money at our
fingertips; it's a lot easier to get along when you
have eno!lgh

mouey to record your record

Jamie: I've read a couple of interviews in
which Jonathan states that he wants

and our friends our age, and people younger, and

Jamie: One last question -- what'd you think of

grandparents and nieces and nephews. We were

South by South West Music Festival (South by

hoping that it was timeless in terms of listen

Southwest is an annual music convention for all

ability as well as decade.

the music industry types, much partying occurs)?

Jamie: Maturity?

Adam: I think Austin is great; I met cool people.

Adam: (laughs) Something like that.

There are some elements that made me a little

Jamie: Many influences are cited in reference to

sick; it's that weird thing where a lot of people are

Mercury Rev; do you find any particular type of

trying to be mellow and cool but at the same time

style that sticks out?

I've read references to

they are trying to do business, I find that confusing.

Smile, The Beach Boys, The Band...

I'm not skilled enough to deal with that. But I did

Adam:

One of the things that makes us an

see some good music and I did see some good

interesting band is that we don't always agree on

friends ... I saw some bands that I really like,

what kind of music we each like individually.

some that I don't even know their names because,

Not that we disagree, but Jonathan likes one type,

well, you go down to this festival and every

Grasshopper another type....

Between all the

hardware store has somebody playing in the

influences, you get something that you wouldn't

corner, in every nook and cranny somebody is

have gotten with just one single musical taste. I

making it happen.

like folky stuff, Jonathan listens more avidly to
Delta, Grasshopper listens to Chet Baker, and so

-Jamie Donatuto

on. We like each other's music, but we have
different areas of expertise.

Jamie: It's nice that it all fits together like that,
not clashing.
Adam: It was a lot of trial and error, basically. A
lot of taking turns, adding different things and
seeing what stuck.

(Mercury Rev plays the Viking Union on Western
Washinton University's campus with Death Cab For Cutie
and Jason Falkner on April lOth.)

revolutionary
hydra

Remedial Roek for the Overeducated
or, lee Bombs for the Booby Public

"And so liberalism had become a habit of Stephan Arkadyevich,
and he liked his newspaper, as he did his cigar after dinner, for
the slight fog it diffused in his brain. He read the leading article,
which maintained that it was quite senseless in our day to raise an
outcry that radicalism was threatening to swallow up all conservative
elements, and that the government ought to take measures to crush
the revolutionary hydra; that, on the contrary, 'in our opinion the
danger lies not in that imaginary revolutionary hydra, but in the
obstinacy of traditionalism clogging progress,' etc., etc."

...
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- Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina
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According to Greek legend, the second labor of
Hercules was to kill the Lemean Hydra. From the
murky waters of the swamps near a place called
Lema, the hydra would rise up and terrorize the
countryside. A monstrous serpent with nine heads,
the hydra attacked with poisonous venom. Nor was
this beast easy prey, for one of the nine heads was
immortal and therefore indestructible. Bellingham,
in tum, has its own kind of mythology surrounding
indie pop phenomenon, The Revolutionary Hydra.
No one really knows if they actually exist, the rules
they follow are their own, and many scenesters fear
them. Despite humble beginnings, a multitude of
personnel shifts, and many long distance phone calls,
our own Hydra continues to thrive. While one could
suggest that this is all part of the plan, the fact is that
there is no plan. They make music. That's it. The
songs are typically quite short: "We only write
choruses. Or verses. I'm not sure," says Joe
Chilcote, guitar/drums for the band. They're
catchy, too, almost infectious.
There's a theory about art kicking around. Whether

it be theater, writing, visual art, or music, regardless
of what the creator intends, expression is only half
finished when presented to the audience. The other
half is what the audience does in response. Each
individual creates his or her own interpretation of an
artist's work, thus drawing the viewer into the
process. Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, from which The
Revolutionary Hydra takes their name, became a
new work of art when filtered through the members'
minds; their songs are affected by the residue of
Tolstoy's influence as well. This article, this
magazine, hotel room "paintings," and reruns of the
X Files all rely on someone else to be validated. It's
something like the tree falling in the forest and no
one being there to witness it. Does it make a sound?
The tree probably thinks so, but it's going to have a
hell of a time getting a show at the 3B that way. It
takes more.
Therefore, it only makes sense that the way to tell the
Hydra's story is to keep in mind that this is just one
writer's perspective mingling with those of the band
members. However, in order to avoid telling a tale

,·
,

,.

that is respectfully one-sided, here is some thought
on The Revolutionary Hydra from a handful of
peers:
"My first memory of the Hydra is when they were
called Virginia Creeper (pick up the 45 at
Cellophane) and, to be honest, I wasn't really feeling
their music. But then, they changed members a bit
and became The Revolutionary Hydra, and they
made an awesome tape called The Left Handed
Scissors Incident-Joe gave me the tape and it blew
me away! It was such a huge step up from Virginia
Creeper. Super catchy, super fun songs put together
with a great we'll-be-damned-before-we'll-take-ourselves-seriously attitude. Shortly after that, Ben
started playing bass for them, and they became a
solid live band, too. I've been a devoted Hydra
follower ever since." - Trevor Adams, drummer
for Pau! and Monkey, Monkey, Monkey; former
drummer for Pacer; record store whore.
"The Hydra is the only band that played at the
Humdinger House to absolutely nobody. I don't

count myself." - Robert Blake, musician; Humdinger
House guy; communist
"The Revolutionary Hydra creates thoroughly
charming morsels of pop music." [Here's what was
crossed out: "No strings attached ... The brevity of
each morsel allows ... They don't stay in one place
for too long as their songs are brief-but ultimately
their prolificism and wit are unmatched."] - Nathan
Good, drummer for Death Cab for Cutie; indecisive
punk.
"The Revolutionary Hydra are like a three year old
child: a being who gets almost as much fun out of a
sixty dollar toy as it does out of finding a small
brown worm." - Terry ·picknell, guitar/vocals for
Five Gears In Reverse; Magnetic Bicycle Craft
originator; musical encyclopedia.
"For me, The Hydra comes as close or closer than
any other pop band I know to being everything that
a band should be. And I swear (as a famous serious
man once did) that I'm not being facetious or didactic
here in any way: Shy, erratic and unpredictable,
often displaying some elusive mix of GbV-ish
melodic perfection, arrangement quirks, oblique
lyrics, and ... um ... brevity.
Freely expressive.
Smiling. Almost pathologically lacking in artistic
self-consciousness. As likely to play a really great
show with a dozen members on stage as with only
two or three. They've released at least one top-ofthe-line amazing record ON CASSETTE ONLY.
Three songwriters-really, an ideal (some \Yould say
magic) oomber-who fit not only through their
complimentary tunes, but also through their supportive and inventive playing. Plus, that other guy
in there plays really good bass." - Josh Rosenfeld,
bass for This Busy Monster; Barsuk Records mogul;
sweetheart.
"The thing I like about the Hydra is their volleyball
team theory. They ' re fully rotatable. I'm sure Bart's
gonna end up on drums eventually ... everyone
should be a spiker, a server, and a setter. When I
record them, they 'II do a take that is incredible and
of course I didn't push a button or something stupid
like that, and then the next four performances are
somewhere in the vicinity of dismal. It's just a
matter of finding that phantasm. I become
progressively more and more excited when I
record them." - Chris Walla, guitarist/trickster for
Death Cab for Cutie; recording guru; committed
smoker.
"I recorded the Hydra at Dub Narcotic [Studios,
Olympia]. It was a lot of fun. They totally fucked
up the studio. They broke a speaker, left scratches
all over the place, and skateboarded in there-it's all
on tape. Jay punched Calvin [Johnson] in the back
of the head for no reason. I can't wait for them to
come back. They're so rock n' roll ... revolutionary
indeed." - Phil Elvrum, who is The Microphones;
drummer forD+; odd duck.

"The Hydra ~e deceptive like spies. It took me a
while to get them. After seeing them live a few
times, it suddenly clicked and it made me mad. They
want you to think it's all some simplistic thing, but
no. It's a lie. The Hydra gets you to believe one
thing, and all of the sudden they take off their
wetsuits and they're wearing tuxes underneath. It's
like, 'we just make music, no pretense.' The riffs
make sense, good dynamics, Jay and Joe's lyrics are
great, and Bart's musical presence is, too. Once, I
got the big picture, I loved it." -Nick Harmer, bassist
for Death Cab for Cutie; formerly of Eureka Farm;
hairy.

like the Revolutionary Hydra." - Matthew
McGowan, guitar/vocals for Peter Parker; one
articulate S.O.B.

"I don't know what to say ... The Revolutionary
Hydra are the rabbits of the songwriting community.
Their enigmatic lyrics and rhythms like ethereal
drum loops make me dizzy-in a good way."- Paul
Beaudry, guitar/keys/vocals for Five Gears In
Reverse; drums for The Minerals; studio stud;
self-made rebel.

Unbeknownst to most, Joe and Jay Chilcote have
another brother named Ray. His picture is on the
cover of the split 7" the Hydra did with Death Cab
for Cutie. When the three siblings were young, they
played under the moniker Bucksnort in their parent's
basement. "We wanted to be a cross between Beat
Happening and R.E.M.," claims Jay. As the oldest,
Jay shares drum, guitar and songwriting duties in
The Revolutionary Hydra with Joe, the youngest.
The two of them also founded and continue to run
the rising phenomenon that is Elsinor Records. Ray
is in the middle and is not in The Revolutionary
Hydra. Yet. Meanwhile Bart Sharp plays guitar and
writes songs, and Ben

"I associate the Hydra with a turning point in my life.
I was getting more involved with the local scene
about two years ago, and I was starting to date this
awesome girl, too [Amy]. They played two shows
that we went to together: one at the Humdinger
House, and an outdoor show at Fairhaven. I'll
always think of them
fondly." - Brent
Cole, editor of
What's Up; drummer for more bands
than actually exist
in
,presently
Bellingham; an old
softie.
"In the small Italian
villa where I was
raised, there lived a
penniless philosopher
who went by the name
Tido.
Although he
remained chronically
unemployed throughout
his long and generally
happy life, Tido was
held in high esteem by
the village elders, who
saw to it that he was
never without adequate
food, shelter, and clothIn turn, each
ing.
Saturday morning Tido
would gather the children
into the public square and
expound at great length on
the sublime miracle of life.
To witness the workings of
such a great mind firsthand
was a miracle in itself,
serving as both inspiration
and admonishment. Much

"They make me very happy. I heard them play first
around Christmas 1997, and they played 'Merry
Christmas from Pay less' .. .I was so happy because
that means it's Christmas time for me." - Andrea
Maxand, guitar/vocals for The Minerals; baker; diva.
"The nicest, sweetest guys I have ever met." Robbie Skrockie, Rat Cat Hogan drummer; married
man.

.,
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Gibbard rounds out the group on bass. The
Revolutionary Hydra do not have a live persona, they
simply stand up and play. Rather than captivating
their audience with costumes or antics or naughty
words, the group maintains a cool intellectual feel
that translates unevenly at times to the crowd.
Honestly, some believe that the band is difficult
to understand. Looking back over what other
musicians have to say about them, it appears that the
Hydra put some people beside themselves with
fru stration. The Hydra, while seemingly having had
the honor bestowed upon them of defining cool indie
pop, are only doing what they know how to do. As
earlier stated, there is no plan, and they certainly do
not con sider themselves smarter or better than
anyone. In fact, their self-deprecating humor belies
any indication of ego. So, if one does not understand
what they are listening to, join the club. If you ' re
patient and open-minded, however, you just might
begin to see what is happening.
In 1995 , Joe was a student at Western while Jay
resided in Seattle. During the summer of that year
they made a tape for friends called The
Revolutionary Hydra, with eight songs that the pair
had written and recorded separately. This formative
experience was the beginning of their experiments
with four-track recording, not to mention songwriting.
During this time Joe met Catherine Raap, and soon
Virginia Creeper formed with the three of them
rotating on instruments, a practice that adheres in
the Hydra to this day. Once Jay moved up to
Bellingham in January of '96, the group set a
comfortable stride, releasing a 7" and a cassette.
In late 1996, Joe discovered an ad on a bulletin
board at WWU looking for "the worst drummer in
Bellingham." It made sense to him, and without
hesitation he dug the ad out from under the other
slips of paper burying it and called. The gentlemen
who had placed the ad were named Bart Sharp and
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Brian Woodruff, and mostly they
rocked out for fun playing Guided by
Voices tunes and whatnot. Sharp was
also one half of Appleseed Apart, with
hi s friend Danny Hidden.
Even
though Hidden was in England, he and
Sharp sent tapes back and forth across
the time zones, calling themselves
simply "Appleseed" while the title of
their first cassette was "Apart," for
obvious reasons. When Joe heard
their work, he found them to be
sparsely arranged, charmingly naive
and wistful. The vibe fell right in
line with the Chilcote approach to
music , and immediately a rapport
was established. It was not long
before Sharp was invited to join
Virginia Creeper on guitar.
In February of 1997, the gentlemen
found themselves itching to play
more of their own songs. Virginia
Creeper, primarily a vehicle for
Raap's music, was disbanded. The
brothers, along with Sharp, reformed The
Revolutionary Hydra. They released The Left
Handed Scissors Incident, which again was separate
four track work from each of the Chilcotes, and
started playing shows around Bellingham and the
Northwest.
Joe Chilcote recalls frrst getting to know Ben
Gibbard in May 1997, at The Bellingham Rock City
Festival. Gibbard, who was in Pinwheel at the time
and also writing songs for a side project called Death
Cab for Cutie, was a fan. By July, he joined the
Hydra on bass, and the Pacer vs. Hydra tape was
released. This featured all four members playing
together on songs for the frrst time. Even though they
had played shows with both Terry Picknell (Five Gears
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Reverse) and Brian Woodruff on bass, Gibbard was the
definitive member that felt right for the band.
Live performances came much more fast and furiously
at this point, and the Hydra found themselves
surrounded by friends and supporters alike who
were remarkably enthusiastic. As Joe Chilcote puts
it, "we wanted to get all of our friends involved in the
band, mainly to draw attention away from our guitar
playing." Modesty aside, this was the band's period
of putting on shows that were carnivalesque, to say
the least. A typical show had more people on stage
who were not officiall y in the band than actual
Hydra members. Dancers, additional percussionists,
puppeteers, DJ's and all shades of others crowded
the stage at their shows. Everyone reveled in
the party. The Revolutionary Hydra, as a
musical extension of the Elsinor Records
business, had the distinction of being the
heart-the glue-that was holding together
a feisty collective of local bands which
Pacer,
included, but was not limited to :
Pinwheel, Five Gears In Reverse, Two if by
Sea, Appleseed Apart, Eureka Farm, and
The Microphones.
Jay moved back down to Seattle in January of
1998, and after playing at the Crocodile Cafe
the group felt confident enough to just let the
songs represent themselves. Their friends filled
the audience now, and began learning the words
instead. Tidbits of Etcetera was released in
April of 1998, close to the time that the 3B
hosted an Elsinor showcase with Pacer, Death
Cab for Cutie, Appleseed Apart, and of course
The Revolutionary Hydra. Sharp returned to
his native Battle Ground in June, and with
Death Cab for Cutie's overwhelming success,

Gibbard's time has become much more limited.
The Hydra continue to perform and record,
albeit somewhat more sporadically. Hiss
Inclusive is the band's latest cassette effort,
released in August '98, and Ratcheting Down
the Melancholy Afterbeat; a Novel-their first
CD-is pending (it will contain a novella by Jay
that the public can read on their CD-ROM
drives). Recorded over the last year with Chris
Walla and Phil Elvrum, the album will feature
fuller arrangements of songs that have made
appearances on past cassettes, along with newer
material. The Swiss Admiral, a 10" vinyl, is also
planned with Burnout Records, which will be
all new songs recorded in true Hydra four-track
fashion.
Song titles from past work-"Cordon Bleu the
Nascent You," "Oatmeal, Son of Soapbox,"
"Surpreyes," and "Obnoxia Baba"-are perfect
examples of what the band is, indicating either
a sharp sense of humor or sharp minds at work.
The reality probably lies somewhere in
between: they humbly believe in themselves,
but they don 't feel any need to convince you.
Ask yourself, what it is you take away after
a listen or a viewing or a read? Are they
pretentious? Are they genius? Do you laugh,
or brood? Are you humming the songs later,
telling stories, shrugging?
The best art is that which evokes a powerful
response. What's yours?

#4 Prospect St
At the corner of
Holly St
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French Scrambles $3.25
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gian-carlo's rea
one slip qf the tongue and
you're suddenly .happy 1'96)
drumulator chic ('98)

the somewhat legend:
said jorge ('96)
sea sea rider 1'96)
b/w daydreams 1'97)
bedside morale 1'98)

&
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Buckwheat Hotcakes $2.99

Organic ~a lad!:, Out Own ~i!:nbutg!!N:i
Gatd!!nbutgi!N:i Gtill!!d Cnickl!n ~andwicnl!!:i
Hl!atty ~ou~!:i Quicnl! & much mot!!l

7am - 4-j>m Mon. thtu 5!at., 9am - 4-j>m on 5!unday.

appleseed apart:
self titled

('97)

- Matt Garman
The Rev lutionary Hydra perform at the 3B
Tavern on April 24th with Death Cab for Cutie
and Puritan.
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LOCAL MUSIC
£V£RY MONDAY AT
8:00PM
ON KUGS
.•

BROUGHT TO YOU
BY WHAT'S UP

The drummer of the legendary Ramones is coming to WWU to tell the
story of the band that invented punk rock. Marky will be interactively
speaking with and showing his movie "Ramones Around the World."

The Northwest Ecosystem Alliance, a
Bellingham-based non-profit environmental group,
is hosting a multi-faceted benefit to aid the Salmon
Stewardship Campaign. The gala begins at 6pm on
Friday, April 23rd in the Bellingham Cruise
Terminal (Fairhaven Ferry Terminal). The benefit
includes live music from four bands with styles
ranging from funk to folk, as well as a silent auction,
food , and a bar stocked with Boundary Bay brews.
The four groups in order of appearance are MSet, Fat Albert Rotunda, Tim McHugh, and the
Twang Factor 4. The members that comprise M-Set,
a Seattle-based group, describe themselves as, "melodic
rock and roll with strong vocals and harmonies; a mix of
Pearl Jam, REM, and the Byrds." Next up is Fat
Albert Rotunda, a local group overflowing with
band members and addictive funky grooves that get
the dance-floor hopping. Tim McHugh, local poetic
folk artist, and the Twang Factor 4, a rocking,
stomping whirlwind ride, will round out the night.
Delectable food from local restaurants and lipsmacking drinks will be on hand for purchase. The
silent auction, offering a variety of goods from local
merchants, starts promptly at 6pm. KUGS will be

broadcasting live from the event. A
shuttle van to and from Western's
campus will be provided throughout
the night.
The Salmon Stewardship
Campaign is designed to educate,
inspire, and encourage citizens to
protect salmon and salmon-bearing

teaching others about the needs of salmon species,
creating an interest in making essential changes in
the community to ensure salmon survival, and
encouraging the community to make political and
land use choices. Campaign efforts center on
Whatcom County to demonstrate that environmental
stewardship is vital in maintaining and promoting a
healthy community.

streams in Washington. While the State Legislature
will likely appropriate a great deal of money in an effort
to "restore" degraded habitat, much of the money will
be spent in an effort to avoid making difficult political
and land use decisions. Moreover, restoring habitat
is not enough to stave off extinction--important land
use decisions must be incorporated, as well. Goals
of the Salmon Stewardship Campaign focus on

So come support the salmon, celebrate Earth Day,
and join the fun! Tickets are $10 adults, $6 students,
and children five and under are free. More details
can be heard on KUGS or by contacting Lisa
McShane at NWEA: 671-9950 ext.l7.
-Jamie Donatuto

April 24th 11 AM to 7 PM
WWU Fairhaven Courtvard

Speakers:
(In Viling Union in the event o( rain)
• United Steelworker's Union Organizer
The coalition between Kaiser strikers .and Earth First!

• Community Coalition for Environmental
Justice Representative
Local environmental justice issues

Mainstage Music:
Felicia Loud

Got Somethin'You Want to Say to Bellingham?

THIS SPACE
COULD BE
YOURS ••••

(Hip-Hop from Seattle)

Engine 54
(Ska)

Anna Schaad

BARTERS ARE
WELCOMEII

(Bellingham's Celtic Fusion)

Basement Swing
(Local Swing Sensation)

Also look for.. - .

. *Non-profit organizations *Local vendors
*Workshops *Children's events *Outback stage

.

For more info call650-6129

Spomors: AS Emvimnmcntal Center, AS Special Event!, Nonhwest EveniS and
Lifestyle, What's Up!, The Every Other Weekly, Odwalla, That Textbook Place,
CeUopbanc Square, and othen.

:

Call or E-mail Us For More Info:
360•714•9310

whatsup@nas.com

Basement Swing, (left)
Anna Schaad (below),

1
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Engine 54 and Felicia Loud
are just a few of the musical
performances at Earth Fair

'99
On April 24th the Associated Students
Environmental Center is hosting Earth Fair 1999,
an ail-day celebration. This year's tbeme is
"Environments for Everyone" and focuses on
diversity in the environmental movement. The
festival is filled with activities--enjoyable and
educational for all ages. A tradition at Western
Washington University for the past eleven years, the
fair features numerous non-profit organizations to
promote and encourage community involvement in
current and on-going environmental issues.
The main stage at Earth Fair this year will
include a varied mix of musical performances,
including the Basement Swing, Anna Schaad,
Engine 54, and Felicia Loud, as well as a variety of

April 9 - 15:

inspirational speakers. Speakers include members of
the Community Coalition for Environmental Justice
(Seattle) to speak about environmental justice
concerns in the Northwest, and an United Steel
Workers union striker to speak about the recent
coalition between Earth First! activists and Kaiser
Aluminum strikers. Several workshops throughout
the day will focus on involvement in various
aspects of the environmental movement, from
local organizations to reclaimed tablet making, to
creative activism. Many children's events have
been planned to initiate the young into the world
of environmental awareness. Also, look for earth
friendly vendors and the Outback Stage with a full
line-up.

The evening will close with a Community
Dinner from Backyard Abundance featuring locally
grown, organic food. Come join us on April 24th in
the Fairhaven Courtyard from !lam to 7pm for
this extravaganza of earth-oriented events.
Call 650-6129 for more information

Show times 7 pm II 9:15 pm

Tang 0

- The senual , hypnotic tango burns up the screen in
this Oscar-nominated Spanish/Argentine film; rated PG- 13
April 16 - 22:

Showtimes 7 pm II 9 pm

The last Days -

Sat 4/17 Showtimes 7 pm c- 9:45 pm
Oscar-nominated documentary featuring the

moving narrative power of five Hungarian Holocaust survivors; rated PG-13

April 23 - 29:

Showtimes 7 pm II 9 pm

The Bicy cIe Thief -Remastered print of the 1948 classic of
Italian neorealism, one of the greatest lilms of the centur); not rated

April 30 - May 6:

Showtimes 7 pm II 9 pm

Si H- St ri nQ SamUrai · A campy, post-apocalyptic road movie
that Variety calls 'wildly original and highly entertaining'; rated PG-13

May 7 - 13:

G0 d said Ha!
I

Showtimes 7 pm II 9 pm
I

-

Audience l'alorite at the Seattle Film Festilal; Julia

S11eene) fi!(hts personaltraged) 11ith comed) in this one-11oman film; rated PG-13

1416

Cornwall

Rue. •

NeHt to Allied Rrts •

738-0735

OPEN EUERY DAY!

$5 lues - Sun I $4 Mon

COMPACT DISC • CD-R
CASSETTE
Quality duplication is our specialty.

SERVING SEATTLE'S
INDEPENDENT
MUSIC INDUSTRY SINCE 1986
Established, owned & operated by
Pip McCaslin.

Casa

ue Pasa

BELLINGHAM' S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993
Tequila Bar Now Open!
More than 50 Tequilas in stock!

Hey Hey Hey!
Thanks for helping us roar through SIX
years as Bellingham's burrito of choice. We
wouldn't be here without your support...
Coming soon • more seating for the
lounge and more tequila options! From yourheadquarters for fine tequila and great food
you can't get anywhere else ...

Get in the know... Get Burrito

.-
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My America,
My Neuroses
Being that this column is still relatively new, I was thinking that I should somehow
promote it. But how to promote it? What could possibly attract attention to this wit-dulling
waste of a page? It came to me suddenly: what better way to magnetize the attention span
of all you readers than to present you with a challenging and oh-so-fun contest where wonderful, valuable prizes can be won? Well, I can't think of any other feasible options for a
promotion, so a contest it will be.
In trying to come up with a topic for this contest, I decided that because I'm poor and
cheap, that I'd better think of a tough contest so that I don't have to give away many prizes.
Next on the agenda was the question, "Well, what the hell do I know more about than I probably should?" The only answer I'll admit to is television. After spending an absurdly large
amount of time rotting away in front of various TV sets, I've finally figured out a way to
put this composting of my brain to, at least, semi-good use. Without further ado, I present
to you:

K. Scott's T.V. Trivia Test
I. In the comedy "Sanford and Son," what was the first name of Sanford's son?

2. In "Different Strokes," Mr. Drummond married and became the father of a redheaded
step-child. What was the child's name?
3. In the "Dukes of Hazzard," Boss Hogg had three policemen working for him. Name two
of them. (Bonus point for naming the dog that one of the policemen owns.)
4. In the 70's series "Land of the Lost," there was a furry, indigenous, boy-like creature who
befriended the humans. What was his name? (Hint: in the Nirvana video for "Smells Like
Teen Spirit" the answer is painted on Dave Grohl's bass drum.)
5. In the 80's, Fox ran a sitcom starring Chris Elliot (who went on to star in "Cabin Boy").
What was the name of the show? (Bonus point for naming the show's theme song and the
band that recorded it.)
6. Which ~fthe four "A-team" main characters saw a
different actor than original in the role during the later
years of the show?
7. "Gilligan" actor Bob Denver played a goa teed
beatnik in what show? (Bonus for the character's name.)
8. In the 70's, a show ran in which primates parodied
the popular comedy "Get Smart." What was this show
called?
9. What was the first and last name of the pig on
"Green Acres" that was treated as a son?
10. Name of the game show host for "Tic Tac Dough."
To enter, simply number a piece of paper 1-10 and
legibly print your answers next to their corresponding
numbers on your paper. After answering the questions
(please leave blank the ones you can't answer), print
your name, address, and a phone number of where you
can be reached. Mail entries to:
K. Scott's T.V. Trivia Test
c/o What's Up Magazine
PO Box 4240
Bellingham, WA 98227
Entries must be received by April 20th to be
eligible. Now, I bet you're seething with excitement
over the possible prizes to be won. I don ' t blame you
for your justifiable enthusiasm. I personally guarantee
that these prizes are once in a lifetime pieces of
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So you were
Banned from
the zoo fo
life.
No sweat.
There are
plenty of

zoos to go to.

journalistic history. So, I better tell you what they are before you hyperventilate under the duress of this suspense.
Three ~unners up will receive an actual x-ray film of the broken jaw I sustained in a nasty drunken fall on the 23rd of January. It was the first hospitalization since moving to
Bellingham December, and only my second broken bone ever. In addition to the x-rays, they will also get one of the stainless steel instruments used to sew up the gaping wound on
my chin that I suffered in addition to the broken jaw. If I hadn 't gobbled down the pain pills like they were Skittles, I'd give you some of those too. But I'm a fiend. Sorry.
The first place contestant will receive a limited edition
"My America, My Neuroses" !-shirt designed by none
other than myself. And as if that wasn't enough, they will
rr-------------------~ also be awarded a guest appearance as my trusty assistant
in the column to appear next month.
If some TV genius actually manages to get a perfect
score, he/she will win a "Fantasy Night" with me, K.
Scott. We will spend an evening in my cozy apartment
t~ll
watching Willy Wonka, drinking the malt liquor of your
choice, and munching on party pizza. If no one achieves a
perfect score, I will do all of the above naked and alone.
All of you lusting ladies and gay men will have to settle
for erotic dreams about me until a similar chance presents
itself.
In the event of a tie, contestants will battle for prizes in
a free-for-all bullwhip fight. The fight will take place in a
public restroom to be named at a later date.
Good luck to all. (Hint: Bribes sent with your entry
may increase your chance of winning significantly.)
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Yet I'm still trying to grasp'
why you exposed yourself to,
the hippopotamus in
first place...
'"

-K. Scott
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...I always thought ·
camels were more your style.

so you might as well just enjoy the
escape that drinking provides for
As far as translating
your drunken silliness to
the page goes, I would
lots of
"ha-ha"
and "ass."
Best
wishes.

Dear Alan,
I assume (maybe
wrongfully) that the
picture at the head of

1

1

I am a simple man, I have a simple
question... Frequenting local shows
such as I do, I have been curious as to
the protocol of musicianship. For
example, every punk knows that he
should be expected to spit at the
audience--more frequent = more
punk. Simple; keep the job at Barnes
and Noble, no questions asked. But,
concerning more complicated mntters:
what is the acceptability of wearing a
t-shirt for one's own band on stage
or otherwise? And as an audience
member, how would I be viewed for
wearing a T-shirt advertising the band
to which I am attending a concert?
Like I Care,

Dear Alan,
I am writing to you because I need
help. I write a monthly advice column
in a regional entertainment magazine.
The guidelines are as follows:
-1 must drink at least six (really 11)
beers)
-I must answer whatever questions are
given to me in the most humorous
manner possible
These guidelines are okay, but here
are my p.roblems:
-The column is never funny
-I could buy two nice boxes of cereal
for the price of that beer
-People ask questions that only a
trained professional could make look
good
So, could you give me some advice
regarding my dilemma? I know
people are funny when they are
drunk, but I'm either too dumb or I'm
having trouble translating that natural
feel-good humor to the written word.
Looking for Answers,
Abby
Dear Abby,
Your problem doesn't sound like a real
problem to me. I'm sure that the
publication you write for pays for
your monthly ration of beer and as
long as they keep that up, you shouldn't
worry. You need to give up the ego
trip. You're probably a Cancer, aren't
you? You feel like whatever you do
must be perfect, and if you can't do it
flawlessly, you shouldn't do it at all.
Well, you'll never achieve that goal,

of ten years old, yet your
vocabulary is bigger than those of all
ten members in my incestuous mormon family combined. Are you on a
special genius diet, or are you receiving steroids for your brain?
Secondly, I noticed you appear rather
grumpy in the picture. It looks like
you're suffering from a mosquito bite
to your scrotum, or maybe your Mom
refused to pick you up a Playboy and a
bottle of cheap wine on her shopping
trip. What gives? Are you as angry a
person as your picture makes you out
to be?
Pygmy Polygamist
P.S. Enjoy the jerky (I made it from
meat dug out of my thigh. Can you
guess what nationality I am by tasting
it)?
Dear P.P.,
I don't really need a genius diet, or
your cute "brain steroids." Like my
friend Teddy, "I could get out of the
finite dimensions fairly often when
I was four. Not continuously or
anything, but fairly often." Things
just happen, just come to me. I doubt
that you would understand. As far as
looking grumpy goes, I've plenty of
things to think about, which tend to
preclude wearing a smiley little happy
face. Please forgive me. And I have
plenty of ways of getting my Playboys
and liquor besides asking Mommy. I
take it you expect me to enjoy the dried
meat you sent me, rather than the "foolish, mean, and contemptible" nature of
your letter when you say "Enjoy the
jerky." I'm not too experienced with
jerky, but you taste distinctly British to
me.

To the Desk of Ask Alan,

Page 30 and Counting
Dear 30,
I know you want simple answers, Mr.
Counting, but this is a complex subject.
I've played a show or two myself, and
I've learned that the demeanor of the
band is one of the main things that
determines what can and cannot be
done. If you're cool enough, you can
do anything. But, being cool does not
usually involve wearing self-promoting
clothing. And if you've got a band that

doesn't take itself at all seriously, you
can also wear t-shirts with your own
name on them. But anywhere in
between ultra-cool and ultra-dork is
no-man's land. Likewise with wearing
your favorite band's t-shirt to a show
that they're playing. If it's some
money grubbing sell-out band like
Halen, they would probably love to
see you wearing their latest t-shirt,
poster, sticker, and post-card. But a lot
of bands would see you as a cool-guy
wanna-be loser, even though you're
paying for their food and clothing. So
I'd stick to your bedroom and the mall
for wearing band t,shirts, and assume
the reserved, yet ultra-hip guise at the
shows. Just remember this simple
rule given to me by my good friends
Mary Kefgen and Phyllis TouchieSpecht: "A style remains a style
whether it is fashionable or not. A
middy blouse is always a middy
blouse; a shift, a shift; a sheath, a
sheath; a shirtmaker, a shirtmaker; a
cardigan, a cardigan." Good luck.

You GoT AQuESTION
FOR ALAN?
EMAIL IT TO

whatsup@nas.com

All Spanish
Programmifl$.
7am- 12:30pm

COLLEGE RADIO ROTATION
IOam-6pm (m-t)

Bluegrass 8reakdown12:30pm-3pm

Sounds of a Planet
(World Mu$i()
3pm,5:30pm

1\l Classio RoP<
Spm-1 0:30pm

This CoM rc
(f)

e

eKes

lendar
01f£ven"ts

.I

THURSDAY

1st

I THE 38 TAVERN

/ln!As

THe
CALUMET

Open
Mic

BELLINGHAM jAZZ
TRIO

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY

THe
PICKFORD

RUMORS

HANDS ON

jON LEE

HARD BODY

DjTRJP

I . I UP & UP
STUART 5

DoWNToWN JoHNNY's IDTJI
THE FACTORY
IFACI• THE RomiROYI

Medley
of Fools

(DTJ) - DJ • (FA() - HIP HoP

(ROY) - HtP HOP

FRIDAY

2nd
SATURDAY

3•d
NEW WAVE
DANCE PARlY

THURSDAY

8th

STILL CRAZY

FRIDAY

TANGO

9th
SATURDAY

TANGO

1Qth
THURSDAY

15th

Open
Mic

FRIDAY

16th

Kanim
(Dl)) - LADIES NiGHT W/ Dj • (FA() - Dj

SAT\JRDAY

17th

- Dj • (FA() - HtP HOP
(ROY) - HIP HoP

THE LAST

THURSDAY

22th

DAYS
Swil

THE BICYCLE

FRIDAY

23th
SATURDAY

(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj

DAYS

Volume 11

(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/ Dj

(DTJ)- LADIES NICHT W/ DJ •
- DJ
(ROY) - lADIES NICHT W/ Dj

Live

24th
29th

Open
Mic

FRIDAY

Live

THURSDAY

Swil
Kanim

3Qth
SATURDAY

PJAY 1st

(Dl)) - Dj• (FA() - GLAM - MoRE

Live
Music

TBA

3

APR

RD •

UNDERGROUND

C. H.

APR

Pow Wow BENEFIT
CONCERT

APR

s

TH •

vu MAIN LOUNGE

MARY Lou LORD
CHRIS RIFFLE

APR

9TH •

I QTH • vu MAIN LOUNGE

Cheep Bastard
Neil A

(ROY) - LADIES NiGHT W/ Dj

25TH •

APR

VU MAIN LOUNGE

MAN ••• OR ASTROMAN? •
ZeN GUERRILLA •

APR 16TH • UNDERGROUND C. H.
TIM McHuGH CD ReLeAse
PARTY

OLIVIA TREMOR CONTROL
• THE MUSIC TAPES

• fAIRHAVf.N Auo.- DuB NARCOTIC
SOUND SYSTEM, THE CRABS
• VU MAIN LOUNGf. POETRY SLAM

MARKY RAMON€

(ROY) - LADIES NiGHT W/ Dj

MERCURY Rev • DEATH CAs
FOR CUTIE • JASON FALKNER

APR 17TH

vu MAIN LOUNGE

(DTJ) - DJ• (FAC) - GLAM - MoRE

SPLENDID

APR

APR

29TH •

30TH •

FAIRHAVEN AuD

UNDERGROUND C.H.

SISTER SPIT •
THe Neeo

dmlo...._.r-_..."_ts!f:! WeQNj:SDA;Y.,.
ANHA.'s THE 3B - LOUNGE
THE RoYAL - SWING

THE 3B - FUNK OJ

RuMORS - DJ REQUEST

"THE RoYAl - HIP - HoP

FN:Taft- FUNK fACTORY W/ OJ DoRJ

RuMORS - DRAGRACE

Stut!!Rfs - 1M.~

·ANNA's KAooY SHACK - 1114 Hanis Ave. I 671-6745

• BouNom BAY- 1107 Railroad I 647-5593

38 TAWRN - 1226 NState St /734-1881
• RuMOR'S - 1119 Railroad Ave I UNLISTED

• THE FActORY -

• THE

LM MuSic

FACTORY - Cotua NIGHT

·StuART's -

1212 N. State St.
1302 Bay St I 752-2024

• T~ CAwMrr - I 13 EMagnolia I 733-3331
·THE I'K:KJORD - 1416 Cornwall /738-0735
• THE UP ~UP - 1234 State St 1 733-9739

· DoWNTOWN JOHNNY's - 1408 Cornwall Ave I 733-2579
·THE RoYAL - 208 E Holly I 738-3701
• VIKING UNION -

516 High St

